My Insect Bride

for clavinet and chamber orchestra

Randall Woolf
INSTRUMENTATION:

Flute, doubling piccolo
Oboe
Clarinet in Bb, doubling Bass Clarinet

Trumpet in C
Bass Trombone
Tuba

Percussion: Drum set with double bass drums, 3 toms, snare and hi-hat, Glockenspiel

Hohner Clavinet with Wah-wah pedal and distortion device

Violin
Contrabass

Wah-wah pedal notation:

fully back: ↓

fully forward: ↑

gradually going forward: \/

gradually going backward: \_
Solemn and intense
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Dolcissimo, delicate

sustain the A as much as possible
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Mechanical, relentless
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Intimate
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Precise, Clear
Articulate and clear,
insect like
Dead pan

Semplice, religioso
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Pedal very gradually
Clear and delicate

Music notation with the following indications:

- *p* for pianissimo
- *dolciss.* for dolceissimo
- *con sord.* for con sordino
- *GLOCK.* for Glockenspiel
- *sim.* for sostenuto
- *damp* for damping

Instruments included:

- Flute (fl)
- Oboe (ob)
- Clarinet (cl)
- Trumpet (tpt)
- Trombone (tbm)
- Tuba (tba)
- Percussion (perc)
- Clavinet (clav)
- Violin (vn)
- Cello (cb)
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Clearly phrased

f molto legato
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Prestissimo
SOLO
molto lunga, c. 10'

FEEDBACK SOLO, AD LIB
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